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Abstract. Gene expression proﬁling strategies have attracted considerable interest from biologist due to the potential for high throughput
analysis of hundreds of thousands of gene transcripts. Methods using
artiﬁcal neural networks (ANNs) were developed to identify an optimal
subset of predictive gene transcripts from highly dimensional microarray
data. The problematic of using a stepwise forward selection ANN method
is that it needs many diﬀerent parameters depending on the complexity
of the problem and choosing the proper neural network architecture for
a given classiﬁcation problem is not a trivial problem. A novel constructive neural networks algorithm (CMantec) is applied in order to predict
estrogen receptor status by using data from microarrays experiments.
The obtained results show that CMantec model clearly outperforms the
ANN model both in process execution time as in the ﬁnal prognosis accuracy. Therefore, CMantec appears as a powerful tool to identify gene
signatures that predict the ER status for a given patient.
Keywords: Artiﬁcial neural networks; Constructive neural networks;
Predictive modelling; Gene expression proﬁles; Breast cancer.

1

Introduction

Gene expression proﬁling strategies have been widely used in cancer studies for
prediction of disease outcome [24,22] by using data from microarrays experiments. Microarrays technology is a powerful platform successfully used for the
analysis of gene expression in a wide variety of experimental studies [13]. Nevertheless, this platform provides data that are in origin vulnerable to the curse
of dimensionality (each sample is characterized by several thousand gene transcripts) and the curse of data set sparsity (only few examples are available for
the analysis). In this sense, the estimation of prognosis models by using gene
expression proﬁling requires the application of an additional procedure to select
the most signiﬁcant gene transcripts.
Methods using artiﬁcal neural networks (ANNs) were developed to identify
an optimal subset of predictive gene transcripts from highly dimensional microarray data [22,14]. Recently, Lancashire et al. [7] proposed a stepwise forward
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selection artiﬁcial neural network approach, in which architecture size evolves
sequentially by selecting and adding input neurons to the network, in order to
identify an optimum gene subset based on predictive performance. This method
was applied to a gene microarray dataset to identify and validate gene signatures
corresponding with estrogen receptor in breast cancer.
Nevertheless, in spite of the demonstrated eﬃciency of ANNs in prediction
and classiﬁcation problems in general, the estimation of prognosis models by
using stepwise forward selection procedures has, on one hand, a high computational cost, and on the other hand, a high complexity related to the design of
the optimal architecture size for the neural network models. Several approaches
[16,2,8,5] were proposed in this sense to solve, or alleviate, the problem of choosing the proper neural network architecture for a given problem. However, there
is no general agreement on the strategy to follow in order to select an optimal
neural network architecture, and the computationally ineﬃcient “trial and error”
method is still much used in applications using ANNs.
Constructive neural networks (CNN) algorithms constitute an alternative in
designing artiﬁcial neural networks models [9,3,6,1,11,21,10,12,19]. This family
of algorithms generate the network topology online by adding neurons during the
training phase. This work presents the application of a novel constructive algorithm (CMantec) that incorporates competition and cooperation among neurons
to obtain smaller in size architectures and better generalization capabilities, and
analyzes its application to the problem of predicting estrogen receptor status by
using data from microarrays experiments.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

The dataset that has been used in this work was downloaded from1 and consists
of 49 samples each with 7129 corresponding variables specifying the intensity of
the probe sets targeting each transcript. These data were previosly published
by West et al [23]. This used microarray technology to analyse primary breast
tumours in relation to estrogen receptor (ER) status. The dataset consists of 25
patients with ER+ and 24 with ER-.
2.2

Methods

For the ANN analysis, the code was written using the neural network toolbox
of MATLAB and was launched on a computational cluster with 30 nodes. The
CMantec algorithm was developed in Visual Studio 2008 and was launched on a
personal computer. In order to compare CPU time of these algorithms, both of
them were launched on the same single computer. In section 3 the reader could
ﬁnd time results for these algorithms.
1

http://data.cgt.duke.edu/west.php
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Model estimation procedure. The learning process of the stepwide method
proposed by [7] and shown in Fig. 1 begins considering 7129 models of one
input. On each model, the dataset is divided into three randomly subsets; 60%
for training, 20% for validating and 20% for testing. CMantec does not need
to validate the model so this 20% percent is added to the training subset and
ﬁnally uses 80% for training and 20% for testing. Once we have the model of
one input that best generalize our problem, the process now begins to consider
models of two inputs where the ﬁrst input is the best obtained on the last step.
This process is repeated until we ﬁnd a step with one more input where its
generalization do not increase the generalization obtained on the previous step.

Start
Identify an input and output variables
Start with input 1 as the ﬁrst input to the model, input1
Train the model
Record network perfomance for input1
Repeat 3 and 4 using all inputs; input2, ..., inputn as sole inputs in the model
Rank inputs in ascending order based on the
media of the generalization on the test data.
Repeat, using each of the remaining inputs sequentially with inputi in an
ANN model, together with best performing input(s) from previous step(s)
Determine the best performing input combination for this step
Repat this whole process, continually adding inputs until
no improvement is gained the addition of further inputs

End
Fig. 1. Summary of the stepwise algorithm modelling process

For each model, a randomly subset of the dataset is created 50 times and for
each subset the model is trained 10 times. This is 7.129 x 50 x 10 = 3.564.500
simulations per step of the model.
ANN architecture. The ANN modelling used [7] is a multilayer perceptron
architecture with a sigmoidal transfer function2 where weights are updated by
a back propagation algorithm incorporating supervised learning.
Data of the dataset were scaled linearly between 0 and 1 using minimun and
maximum values. The architecture shown in Fig. 2 utilised two hidden perceptrons in a single hidden layer and its initial weights were randomized between 0
2

In the tolboox of MATLAB we used ’tansig’ as the transfer function.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the ANN

and 1. Network training was stopped when the network error failed to improve
on the test data split for 5000 epochs.
CMantec algorithm. CMantec (Competitive Majority Network Training Error Correcting) is a novel neural network constructive algorithm that combines
competition between neurons using a modiﬁed perceptron learning rule to build
compact architectures and cooperation between them to obtain the output of
the network.
The topology of a CMantec network consists of one hidden layer that maps
the information to an output neuron that uses a majority function to give us
the output network (Fig. 3a). The choice of the output function as a majority
gate is motivated by previous experiments in which very good computational
capabilities have been observed for the majority function among the set of linearly separable functions [18]. The implementation of the majority neuron can
be done establishing all the sinaptic weights to 1 and the umbral value to M/2
where M is the number of neurons in the hidden layer (Fig. 3b).
The results [20] show that the new algorithm generates very compact neural
architectures with state-of-the-art generalization capabilities. In this paper we
are applying this developed model to a real bioinformatic problem.
– Thermal Perceptron rule.
At the single neuron level (Fig. 3c) the CMantec algorithm uses the thermal
perceptron rule that ensures stability of the acquired knowledge while the
architecture grows and while the neurons compete for new incoming information. Competition makes it possible that even after new units have been
added to the network, existing neurons still can learn if the incoming information is similar to their stored knowledge and thus we ﬁrst give some
details of this algorithm. The thermal perceptron, introduced by Frean in
1992 [4] is a modiﬁcation of the original perceptron learning rule [15] that
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Fig. 3. Architecture of a CMantec network

aims to obtain a rule that provides a successful and stable linearly separable
approximation to a non-linearly separable problem. The standard perceptron learning rule converges when the problem is linearly separable but is
unstable when trying to learn non-linearly separable problems.
Consider a neuron, modelled as a threshold gate, having two response
states: ON=TRUE=1 and OFF=FALSE=0, receiving input from N incoming continuous signals. The activation state (S) of the perceptron depends
on the N input signals, ψi , and on the actual value of the N synaptic weights
(wi ) and the bias (b) as follows:

1 (ON )
if φ ≥ 0
S =
(1)
0 (OF F ) otherwise,
where φ is the synaptic potential of the neuron deﬁned as:
φ=

N


wi ψi − b.

(2)

i=1

In the thermal perceptron rule, the modiﬁcation of the synaptic weights,
Δwi , is done on-line (after the presentation of a single input pattern) according to the following equation:
Δwi = (t − S) ψi Tf ac ,

(3)

where t is the target value of the presented input, and ψ is the value of input
unit i connected to the output by weight wi . The diﬀerence to the standard
perceptron learning rule is that the thermal perceptron incorporates the factor Tf ac . This factor, whose value is computed as shown in Eq. 4, depends
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on the value of the synaptic potential and on an artiﬁcially introduced temperature (T) that is decreased as the learning process advances, in a way
that resembles the well known simulated annealing procedure [17].
Tf ac =

T
|φ|
exp{− }.
T0
T

(4)

In Eq. 4, T0 is the initial temperature value set at the beginning of the
learning process, T is the actual temperature, and φ is the synaptic potential
deﬁned in Eq. 2. The value of the Temperature, T , is lowered steadily as
the iterations (I) proceeds from the iteration 1 to the maximum number of
iterations allowed (Imax ) according to the value of a parameter m, following
the next linear equation.
T = T0 − m I.
(5)
In the Frean original formulation [4], the evolution of T depends on the
values of T0 , m and Imax but in order to reduce the space of parameters
and as it was observed that the algorithm was not much aﬀected, the value
of m in this work was set as to reduce T to 0 at the end of the allowed
number of iterations, i.e., when I = Imax . Further, we observed that it was
not necessary to use diﬀerent values of T0 when the input dimension was
ﬁxed and thus all the experiments in this work has been run with a value of
T0 equals to the number of input variables, N .
– The CMantec algorithm.
The procedure for constructing an architecture for a given set of examples
(inputs plus corresponding target values) of dimension N starts by putting
N neurons in the input layer, with no processing capabilities except the task
of introducing the incoming values to the network. The initial architecture
includes a single neuron in the hidden layer and an output neuron that will
compute the majority function of the activation of the neurons present in
the hidden layer.
The learning process starts as usual with the presentation of randomly
chosen patterns from the training data set and the single present neuron in
the hidden layer tries to learn these patterns using the thermal perceptron
rule in Eq. 3 described in the previous section.
The CMantec algorithm has 3 parameters to be set at the time of starting
the learning procedure. The maximum number of iterations allowed for each
thermal perceptron in the hidden layer per learning cycle , Imax . The second
parameter is named the growing factor, (gf ac ), as it determines when to
stop a learning cycle and include a new neuron in the hidden layer. The
third parameter is F itemp and shows how fast is going to be deleted the
noisy examples from the training dataset.
Thus, patterns are learned by selecting those thermal perceptrons from
the hidden layer where its output diﬀers from the target value and its Tf ac
is larger than the set value of gf ac . If more than one thermal perceptron in
the hidden layer satisfy these conditions, the perceptron that has the highest
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Tf ac is the selected candidate to learn the incoming pattern. A new single
neuron is added when there is no thermal perceptron that comply these
conditions and a new learning cycle is created. In this case I is set to 0 for
every thermal perceptron in the hidden layer and noisy examples are deleted
by an active learning rule.

Start
All patterns YES
learned?

End

NO
Input a random pattern

YES

Output = Target?

NO
Select wrong neuron with largest Tfac
Tfac > gfac?
Selected neuron
learns pattern

NO

YES

Add neuron and
restart iterations
Delete noise patterns

Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the CMantec algorithm

In Fig. 4 a ﬂow diagram of the algorithm is shown. It includes a ﬁltering
stage, showed at the lower right part of the ﬁgure (“Delete noisy patterns”).
This stage ﬁlters those patterns that not satisfy a ﬁltering condition. This
condition is established as:
nlp < mean(nap) + φ ∗ std(nap)
where nlp is the number of times that a certain pattern must be learned
and nap is a vector of nlp values corresponding to the resting patterns in
Table 1. ANN and CMantec identiﬁed genes

ANN model
Num.
Genes

TPR*
(%)

CMantec model
TNR*
(%)

CPU
time (h)

TPR*
(%)

TNR*
(%)

Probe set ID

Mean
(%)

1

X17059_s_at

81,96

76,51

90,05

178

X76180_at

85,72

88,69

83,16

21

3,46 ± 0,4

2

HG273-HT273_at

84,3

82,66

88,65

243

HG4749-HT5197_at

94,04

95,39

92,25

25

1,86 ± 0,35

3

U05340_at

89,26

87,11

92,27

274

M31520_rna1_at

97,44

98,76

96,14

12

1±0

4

J03778_s_at

92

90,72

93,85

273

U20325_at

98,32

97.74

98,65

1

1±0

5

X16396_at

93,4

92,22

94,8

263

6

X90857_at

96,3

94,73

97,99

298

* TPR (True Positive Rate) - TNR(True Negative Rate)

Probe set ID

Mean
(%)

CPU
time (h)

Neurons
H. Layer
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the dataset. The parameter φ is initially set to 2 and every time a neuron is
added it is reduced on a F itemp %.
In all the simulations that has been launched for this model, the parameters of the algorithm were initialize to: Imax = 10000, gf ac = 0.2 and
F itemp = 10.

3

Results and Conclusion

The ﬁnal results on both ANN and CMantec algorithm are shown in table 1,
in which two important results could be highlighted. On one hand, execution
time costs using CMantec algorithm are considerably smaller than using ANN
algorithm. The column labelled as CPU time indicates an orientative execution
time to estimate any model with n genes (ﬁrst column in table 1). An approximation to the ratio between the execution times for both models is computed by
averaging over values in columns CPU times, obtaining 254.83 and 14.75 hours
for ANN and CMantec models respectively. This means that CMantec algorithm
needs aproximately less than 17 times the execution time of the ANN model.
On the other hand, CMantec model needs less genes than ANN model in order
to get a better generalization over the test data subset. CMantec requires only
4 genes while ANN model needs 2 more genes in order to get their respective
maximum predictive performance. Moreover, CMantec outperforms the ANN
model in prognosis accuracy (98.32% against 96.3%). Also, sensitivity (TPR)
and especiﬁcity (TNR) were computed, and the results showed the improvement
in both pronostic indexes by the CMantec model.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was then applied to compare the mean
values for prognosis accuracy between CMANTEC and ANN algorithms. A pvalue<0.001 indicated that diﬀerences in prognosis accuracies were found statistically signiﬁcant.
As conclusion, this work presents a novel contructive neural network (CMantec) that has been applied to identify the bests gene transcript signatures predictive for estrogen receptor. The CMantec model clearly outperforms the ANN
model in process execution time and ﬁnal prognosis accuracy. Thus, CMantec
appears as a powerful tool to identify gene signatures that predict the ER status for a given patient, also reducing the number of gene transcripts selected as
inputs to the system. We will continue studying on this research line testing and
validating our model against other datasets and other types of cancer.
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